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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this sequel to [Abl], we give constructions of holomorphic mappings be- 
tween closed tori associated with rhombic lattices and corresponding once 
punctured tori and investigate cusp forms coming from such holomorphic 
mappings. 
We begin by recalling coordinate systems of Teichmtiller spaces of closed 
and once punctured tori. A closed torus can be described by R, = C/r, 
rT = {m + m- 1 m, n E Z}, then the Teichmiiller space 71,s of the closed torus is 
the upper half-plane HI, i.e., a point in the Teichmtiller space Ti ,O of the closed 
torus is denoted by r E E-U. (See, for example, [IT].) Let r = (A, B) be a free 
group generated by A, B E PSL(2, R). Note that throughout this paper we will 
identify an element in PSL(2, R) with the Mobius transformation induced by it. 
The group r is called a Fricke group if X2 + Y* + Z2 = XYZ and X, Y, Z > 2, 
where X = tr A, Y = tr B and Z = tr AB. We consider a once punctured torus 
which is uniformized by a Fricke group r and take a normalized form for the 
representation of r (see §2.1), then the Teichmtiller space 71~ of the once 
punctured torus can be identified with the set of all Fricke groups (see [K] and 
[WI). A point in the Teichmtiller space 7i,i of the once punctured torus is de- 
noted by a triplet (X, Y, Z). Without loss of clarity, we also designate the cor- 
responding torus by this triplet. 
B. Maskit proved the existence of a conformal embedding from a once 
punctured torus to a closed torus (see [Ml]) and gave correspondences among 
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good subsets of Ii,0 and 71~ by using another parametrization of Fuchsian 
groups (see [M2]). In our context these correspondences are described as 
follows. We introduce the three subsets of ‘71,s: Li = {r E HI 1 IT\ > 1 
and Re(r) = 0}, Lz = (7 E w 1 171 = 1 and - -j 5 Re(r) 5 0} and L3 = 
{r~WI]r]>landRe(r)=-i}.Th ese sets are characterized by the fact 
that in a fundamental domain for the modular group, T E LI U L2 U L3 if and 
only if 7 is a closed torus associated with a real lattice (see $2 in [Abl]). Define 
the three subsets of ‘7i,i: Mi = {(X, Y,Z) E 71~ I 2 < X 5 Y 5 Z = XY/2}, 
M2={(X,Y,Z)E7,,112<X= YlZ} and M~={(X,Y,Z)E~~J 1 
2 < X 5 Y = Z}. Then there exist correspondences of the sets: L1 H Ml, 
LZ H M2, L3 ti M3 (see Theorem 1.2 in [Abl]). The remaining problem is to 
construct a holomorphic mapping between elements of Lt and MI, I = 1,2,3 
based on these correspondences. Since we have already constructed such a 
mapping for L1 and A41 in [Abl], the first goal in this paper is to give construc- 
tions of such mappings for the case Lt and Ml, I = 2,3. 
We represent a point in the upper half-plane I-I by z and a point in the com- 
plex plane C by u. We call W the z-plane and C the u-plane. Then a once punc- 
tured torus (X, Y, Z) and a closed torus r can be identified with fundamental 
domains in the z-plane and the u-plane, respectively. The result corresponding 
to the first goal is described as follows: 
Theorem 1.1. For any (X, Y, Z) E AIt, 1 = 2,3 there uniquely exist an element 
r E Lt and a number P satisfying I - 4~6 < P 5 1 if r E L2 and P > I + 4fi if 
T E L3 such that a holomorphic mapping between (X, Y, Z) and T is given by the 
relation 
w 1-P V(U) = J(KK&) - JCX ,p,,cz) + 3 ’ 
> > 
where p(u) is the Weierstrass p-function defined by 
gI’(g2 = 4 
( 






and JcX,u,~) (2) is afunction havingsimilarproperties tothe modularfunction J(z). 
The precise definition of Jcx,y,z)(z) will be given in $2.2 and $2.3. The main tool 
in our proof of this theorem is an abelianization of the Fricke group. We note 
that the relation (R) is closely related to symmetries of fundamental domains 
corresponding to a closed torus and a once punctured torus, that is, symmetries 
are reflected in the orders of p(u) and J (x,y,z)(z) (see the other relations in $1 in 
NW 
We have pointed out in $2 of [Ab2] that the problem of constructing a holo- 
morphic mapping between a closed torus and a once punctured torus uni- 
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formized by a Fricke group r is equivalent to the problem of constructing a 
cusp form of weight 1 for r. Then the second goal of this paper is to give con- 
structions of such cusp forms. The existence of cusp forms of weight 1 for 
Fricke groups is guaranteed by the well-known formula of the dimension of the 
space of cusp forms. Generally, cusp forms of weight 2 can be constructed by 
using Poincare series, but we cannot apply this to constructions of cusp forms 
of weight 1. In our case we can obtain the desired cusp forms as follows: 
Theorem 1.2. Let r be a Fricke group associated with (X, Y, 2) E M2 U M3. 
Then the cusp form of weight 1 for r determined by (R) is a square root of a cusp 
form of weight 2 for the extended Fricke group p which contains r as a subgroup of 
index 2. 
For the definition of extended Fricke groups we refer the reader to $3.2 of [SC]. 
Generators of the Fricke group r and the extended Fricke group ? in Theorem 
1.2 are explicitly obtained (see $2.1 and $2.4). 
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2. ON FUNDAMENTAL DOMAINS FOR SPECIAL FRICKE GROUPS 
2.1. Introduction of two fundamental domains 
In order to construct holomorphic mappings between once punctured tori and 
closed tori in [Abl], it was very important that we took proper fundamental 
domains for Fricke groups. In this subsection we will introduce fundamental 
domains for Fricke groups in M2 and in M3. 
We begin by recalling M, M2 and M3 defined in [Abl]. M is a fundamental 
domain for the action of PSL(2, Z) on 7i,i: 
M = (X, Y,Z) E 1~1 2<X<Y<Z4XY 
and Mz, M3 are the subsets of M defined by 
M2={(X,Y,Z)eM 1 X= Y} 
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M3 = {(X, Y, 2) E A4 1 Y = Z} 
where parameters p and y are introduced by setting Z = &I’ and Y = yX, res- 
pectively. 
Let r be a Fricke group. If the associated coordinates (X, Y, Z) of r are in 
M, we call r a special Fricke group. For special Fricke groups there exists the 
procedure of [SC] determining generators and fundamental domains by their 
associated coordinates (X, Y, Z). We apply this to (X, Y, Z) E M2 U M3. 
(I) the case (X, Y,Z) E M2. 
In this case a special Fricke group rp = (AD, BP) is determined by 
and Bp=(jl i) for k=y. 
Then we get 
Cp=Bi’Aj’= (P2i1 ‘p> and CpBpAp= (_d -y). 
A fundamental domain for ra is represented by 
which is an octagon whose sides are identified by actions of Ap, BP, CD, CpBqAp 
and is called the octagonal fundamental domain. We can introduce another 
fundamental domain which is a quadrilateral whose opposite sides are identi- 
fied by actions of Ap, Bp and is called the quadrilateralfundamental domain: 
The quadrilateral fundamental domain can be identified with the once punc- 
tured torus (X, Y, Z). 
(II) the case (X, Y,Z) E Ms. 
A special Fricke group r, = (AT, B_,) is determined by the following A, and B+ 
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and B,= (y AT) for k=y. 
Then we get 
and C$,A,= (0’ -y). 
In the same way as in (I) we obtain an octagon whose sides are identified by 
actions of A,, B_,, C,, C,B,A,: 




We also have a quadrilateral whose opposite sides are identified by actions of 
A,, By and which is identified with the once punctured torus: 
We call DO(r,) the octagonalfundamental domain for I’, and D4(r7) the quad- 
rilateralfindamental domain for rr. 
2.2. Investigation of fundamental domains I 
In $2.1 we introduced a special Fricke group rp = (AD, Bp) associated with 
(X, Y,Z) E M2 and two fundamental domains for To. In this subsection, in- 
vestigating these fundamental domains, we will define a region and transfor- 
mations. A holomorphic mapping from W to C will be constructed by using 
them. 
We begin by introducing the following notations: 
The region Fo is a quadrilateral with angles 0,7r/2,0,7r/2. 
We consider the transformations: 
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cp1 (z) = -IF + P, X82(Z) = - &, %3(z) = -& 
C,(z) = -2 - 3 ) C,,(z) = -2, C,,(z) = ; . 
Note that the conjugate of z E C is always represented by Z. These are reflec- 
tions in the six circles, respectively: 
cpl : Re(z) = t, CM : 
I I 




co4 : Re(z) = -5, cps : Re(z) = 0, cp6 : IzI = 1. 
We define gp as 
g@(z) = CD5 c,,(z) = -;. 
Then g$ = id and Op = i where Og denotes the fixed point of go. We state rela- 
tions among gp, F; and Fp: 
Fp = F; u gp(Fi) and Int(Fi) n gp(Int(Fz)) = 8, 
where Int(R) means the interior of the region R. 
Some properties of transformations defined above are summarized in: 
(2.1) q1q?2 = ~p2~~1, qsq4 = q4q33, 
(2.2) g&1 = q3gp, g&3 = %gp, &$32 = %4&3> gi%4 = %2@. 
These are obtained from definitions and direct calculations. 
Considering identifications of the sides of the quadratic fundamental domain 
I,, we find relations Ap = Cbsg&p4 and BP = CpsCp4gb. By use of (2.1) 
and (2.2), Ap and B@ are represented as follows: 
Ap = CB3q?2&3 = q3&&4 = i&31%4, 
BP = Cp3C/34gp = %3go%2 = g&l%2 = g&2%1 = %4&&l 
= q4q3gp. 
Moreover, we get 
C, = C/31Cia3, CpBp-+ = CplCp4Cp1%4. 
Let Gp be a group generated by Cgi , Cg2, Cp3, Cp4 and let Gi be a group gener- 
ated by C8i, Cp2, CB3, CD4 and gp. The assertion below follows from familiar 
arguments (see, for example, [HI). 
Lemma 2.1. We obtain a complete and simple covering of the upper half-plane by 
the region Fo and its equivalents with respect to GB. The region Fi and its equiva- 
lents with respect to Gi also gives a complete and simple covering of the upper half- 
plane. 
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Note that if we change the octagonal fundamental domain DO(rp) into 
then D(rp) is also a fundamental domain for rb and the closure of D(rp) is 
equal to F,$ U Cpl (F;) U C,(Fi;) U Cp4Cp1 (F;). 
Now we construct a holomorphic mapping from I-I to C. 
Proposition 2.1. We can construct a function Jp which satisfies the following con- 
ditions: 
(i) Jp maps Lp onto R where Lp = La1 U Lp2 U Lp3 U Lp4 and 
L~~={z~E-ll / iz-!l>f and Re(r)=!}, 
L@~={~Ew / iz-$ I=f and O<Re(s)<P}, 
L~~={~EIH 1 lz+j l=f and -jSRe(r)SO}, 
~~~={zt~ 1 ip+$l>j and Re(n)=-i}. 
In particular, Jp(ioo) = 00, Jp( VP,) = P for some P > 0, JO( Vf12) = 0 and 
Jp(Vp,) = -1. 
(ii) Jp maps po onto @ where 
--)< Re(z) I .O+j 
> 
. 
(iii) The mapping Jp : W + @ is holomorphic on W. 
The construction of Jo is almost the same as in 91 of Chapter II and $4 of 
Chapter III in [H] (see also the proof of Proposition 5.1 in [Abl]). The region Fp 
whose boundary is Lo is called a unit quadrilateral in E-I. 
2.3. Investigation of fundamental domains II 
In this subsection we will state the same assertions as in $2.2 for the case of a 
special Fricke group r, = (Ay, By) associated with (X, Y, Z) E Ms. 
We introduce the following notations: 
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lz+ll zi, 1~1 2 1, -1 -$<Re(z) 60}, 
z+l+i ,i /z[z~, -l-iSRe(z)IO 
272 272 ’ 2Y2 
V,, = (-l,O), v,, = (0, l), 0, = 
The region FT is a quadrilateral with angles 0,7r/2,0, r/2. 
We consider the transformations: 




C,(z) = -z - 2 - $) C,s(z) = -2 - 2, Y+(z) = - 
7% + y= - 1 
y=z+ y= . 
These are reflections in the six circles, respectively: 
cyl : Re(z) = 0, 52 : IzI = 1, ~~3 : z + 1 +L = i 
272 272’ 
c+ : Re(z) = -1 -$, cy5:Re(z)=-1, C-&j:lz+l/=i. 
We define 
gy(Z) = x75 +(Z) = -";2+;2T; ' . 
Then the fixed point of g, is 0, and gt = id. These transformations alSO Satisfy 
the Same relations as in (2.1) and (2.2). In this case we obtain: 
A, = cy2cy4, 
B, = gycy2cy1 = cy4gycy1 = &4Cy3gy = Cy3&4gy = $3gY?2 
= g&&2, 
C&4, = C,l Cy4Cy1 x74. 
If we define G, and GZ, as groups generated by X71, X72, x73, CT4 and by 
cyl, cy2, cy3, Cy4,gr, respectively, we get the same assertion as in Lemma 2.1. 
Changing the octagonal fundamental domain D,(r,), we take the region 
D(r,)={zEw ( 11+3+$ I>$ Iz+2+$ /t1. 
(i+l+$ iz;, lz+ll>$ H>l, lz-ll>$ 
-3--$<Re(z) < l+$ . 
1 
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It is easily verified that D(r,) is also a fundamental domain for rr and that the 
closure of D(r,) is equal to Fy* U C,1 (F,*) U CT@,*) U C,4C,l (F,*). 
In the same way as in Proposition 2.1 we can construct a holomorphic map- 
ping from HI to @ as follows, so we also call F7 a unit quadrilateral in U-U. 
Proposition 2.2. We can construct a function J, which satisfies the following con- 
ditions: 
(i) J7 maps L, onto [w where L, = L,l U L72 U Ly3 U Ly4 and 
L,l = {.z E W 1 (~1 2 1 and Re(z) = 0}, 
Ly2 = {z E W 1 1~1 = 1 and - 15 Re(z) 2 0}, 
L+={zEW 1 Iz+l+$ I+$ and Re(z)=-1-$}. 
In particular, Jy(ioo) = 00, J7( V,,) = P for some P > 0, J,( V,z) = 0 and 
JJ&) = -1. 




- 272 lzl>l, 
z-l-- 1 
272 >--, 272 
(iii) The mapping Jy : W + @ is holomorphic on HI. 
2.4. Extended Fricke groups 
In this subsection, following the arguments in $3.2 of [SC], we introduce ex- 
tended Fricke groups which will be used in $4. 
Let rk = (Ak, &) be a special Fricke group associated with (X, Y, Z), where 
k=,B with l<p<fi if (X,Y,Z)EM~ and k=y with y>l if 
(X, Y, Z) E Ms. Using the same notations as in 32.2 and $2.3, we consider the 
transformations: 
From Theorem 3.1 in [SC] we immediately have the following assertion: 
PrOpOSitiOn 2.3. fk = (gk, &I, uk) = (gk, &2, uk) iS an extended F’ricke group of 
rk, i.e., rk is a subgroup of index 2 in fk. 
Then a fundamental domain for ?,, is represented as: 
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and a fundamental domain for f7 is represented as: 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF MAPPINGS 
Throughout this section we represent a point in the upper half-plane HI by z and 
a point in the complex plane C by u. We call U-U the z-plane and C the u-plane. 
Then a once punctured torus is defined in the z-plane and a closed torus is de- 
fined in the u-plane. That is, let I’ be a special Fricke group associated with a 
once punctured torus (X, Y, 2) E AI2 U M3, then r determines a quadrilateral 
fundamental domain in the z-plane, which can be identified with the once 
punctured torus (X, Y, 2). Let I’, be a lattice in the u-plane for 7 f L2 u L3. 
Then a fundamental domain for r, in the u-plane can be identified with the 
closed torus 7. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We will describe the construction of the mapping step by 
step. Take and fix a special Fricke group rk = (~~,~~) associated with 
(X,Y,Z). If (X,Y,Z)EM:! we have k=P with lLP<& and if 
(A’, Y,Z) E 443 we have k = y with y 2 1. Then there exist two fundamental 
domains D(rk),Dq(rk) for rk in the z-plane, the holomorphic mapping Jk 
constructed in Proposition 2.1 or 2.2 and the number P depending on Jk. 
First we will investigate the image of Fk by Jk, For purpose of abbreviation 
we use d, : p H q if a mapping cj satisfies ~~) = q and 4(q) = p for some points 
p and q. Note that gk : vk, H vk3, v,2 +-+ CCL we define h(w) = -P/w, w E w. 
The mapping h is the unique holomorphic mapping on E-II satisfying h : 0 cf 00, 
-1 ts P and h2 = id. Let Q be a fixed point of h in HI, i.e., Q = v’?%. The map- 
ping h satisfies the relation Jk 0 gk = h o Jk. Since & is the fixed point of gk, 
.?k(&) iS the fixed point of h, i.e., Jk(&) = Q. 
Now we define a function H on W U R: 
H(w) = w - % for all w E W U R. 
The following assertion follows immediately from the definition. 
Lemma 3.1. Two points w, w’ in W U R satisfy H(w) = H(w’) ifand only if either 
w’ = w or w’ = h(w). 
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Next we will give a definition of a lattice. For fundamental facts concerning 
lattices and Weierstrass p-functions we refer the reader to [JS] or 52 in [Abl]. 
Lemma 3.2. The lattice 0 defined by thefollowing relation is a rhombic lattice: 
(3.1) p’(u)* = 4(&u) - el)(p(u) - e2Ndu) - e3), 
whereei=H(P)+S=H(-l)+S, e2=H(Q)+6ande3=H(e)+6forS= 
(1 - P)/3. 
Proof. The constant 6 = (1 - P)/3 is determined by the relation ei + e2 + 
es = 0. The relation (3.1) can be written into the form 
Q’(u)* = 4&4)3 - c*p(u) - c3, 
where c2 = -4(eie2 + e2es + esei) and c3 = 4eiezes. Since es = 6 and ei is real, 
c2 and c3 are real constants. Then the lattice 0 defined by c:! = g*(0) and 
c3 = gs(0) is a real lattice (see Theorem 3.16.2 in [JS]). Since e2 and es are 
complex, 0 must be a real lattice defined by r E L2 u L3 (see Theorem 3.16.5 in 
[JS]). Such a real lattice is a rhombic lattice (see Fig. 2.1 in [Abl]). 0 
In the statement of Lemma 3.2 el , e2 and es are represented by using H in order 
to make their meaning clear and to use them later. Here we describe ei, e2, es, c2 
and c3 explicitly: 





(3.3) c2=i(P2-14P+1), c,=&(P-1)(P2+34P+i). 
The rhombic lattice determined in Lemma 3.2 can be represented as in Fig. 3.1 
and Fig. 3.2, where lattice points are represented by l and ramification points 
are represented by o. That is, R = fl(p, ~7) where p = re’v with r > 0 if 
7 = eie E L2 or p > 0 if T E L3. There is another possibility, that is, 
0 = G(p, pr) where p = ue-4i with r > 0 if T = eie E L2 or p = ri with r > 0 if 
7 E L3, but we have only to consider the case represented in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 
3.2. The reason will be shown later. 
For fixed r, there exists the unit quadrilateral Fk in the z-plane. We will find a 
mapping from Pk to a region in the u-plane. Suppose that the rhombic lattice fl 
of Lemma 3.2 is defined in the u-plane. 
Lemma 3.3. The following relation holomorphically maps the unit quadrilateral 
Fk to a rectangle in the u-plane determined by two lattice points and two ramifica- 
tion points of 0. 
(R) m(u) = ff(Jk(z)) + 6. 
Proof. The mapping defined by the relation (R) maps the point z = ia to a 
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lattice point of fl in the u-plane since H(Jk(ioc)) = cc and ~(~01 = cc for 
uo E 0. We can assume without loss of generality that the image of z = ioo by 
(R) is the point u = 0. Note that for each c E C, c # ei, e2, e3, co the equation 
Q(Z) = c has two simple solutions (see Corollary 3.108 in [IS]). From Lemma 
3.1 ~(~~(z)) = c - S also has two solutions. Therefore the relation (R) gives 
correspondences between points in the z-plane and points in the u-plane. Let C& 
denote this mapping from the z-plane to the u-plane. Now we consider the case 
where Jk(z) is real. It is easily verified that if x is real with x # 0 then H(x) is 
monotone increasing with respect to x. We divide our arguments into the fol- 
lowing three parts. 
(I) P < Jk(z), ie., z f Lkl. 
Suppose Jk(z) = c. If c = 00, we have already determined (Pk(iOo) = 0. If c is 
large enough, H(c) is also large enough. Then we can take a point u with 
p(u) = H(c) + 6 on the line [w because &iR) c 08 U {co} (see Proposition 2.8 (i) 
in [Abl]) and p(u) is large positive if u E lR is smaI1. Next we consider c = P, 
namely, z = vk3. Since a(u) = H(P) + 6 = et, a point u corresponding to 
z = vk3 must be a ramification point in the u-plane. Moreover, C& iS conformal 
near ramification points because Jk is holomorphic in W and p is holomorphic 
in C - R. Thus the image of Lkt by ‘pk is {U = t ( Re(pr) < t 5 0). 
(II) J&z) < --I, i.e., Z E L,& 
Set Jk(z) = c. If c is negative and /cl is large, H(c) is also negative and j&I(c)/ 
is also large. Then a point u satisfying (R) is on the imaginary axis because of 
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and IQ(U)/ is large if u = it and t E [w is small. Suppose that c = -1 = Jk( vki). 
From p(u) = Nf-1) + 6 = et, QJk( vkt) must be a ramification point which is 
equivalent o the one determined in the case c = P under the lattice R because 
both of these are ramification points corresponding to the real root ei. There- 
fore $0k(&) = {a = it 10 < t 5 h(,m)}. 
(III) -1 5 J/&T) < P, i.e., Z E Lk’J u Lk3. 
If c = Jk(z) is positive and near 0, then H(c) is negative and [H(c)] is large. By 
use of g(,~r + ilR) c R u {m} and for the same reason as in the case where c is 
negative and /cl is large in (II), a point EC satisfying (R) is on the line through the 
lattice point ~7 and parallel with the imaginary axis. If c = 0 then H(c) = 03, so 
z = 0 is also mapped to a lattice point by Cpk. Thus we have 
C&(&l) = {a = Re(pr) + it 1 0 2 t 5 Im(pr)}. If c is negative and near 0, H(c) 
is positively large. Then a point u satisfying (R) is on the line through the lattice 
point PT and parallel with the real axis because of KJ(~L~ + R) c Iw u {m} and 
for the same reason as for the case where c is large enough in (I). Thus 
“P&&) = {U = t-t- i Im(pr) I Re&) 5 t 5 0). 
By the arguments in (I), (II) and (III) we obtained the desired rectangle. Cl 
Let FL be the rectangle obtained in Lemma 3.3, i.e., FL = cpk(Fk) which is called 
a unit rectangle in @. We will show that Fb (resp. F!J must be a unit rectangle 
corresponding to a rhombic lattice determined by 7- E L2 (resp. r E L3). We in- 
troduce notations: VA = $?k(iOO) = 0, Vii = C&( vki), VL2 = $C?k( vk2) and 
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V,& = vk( Vks). Note that 0, = qk(Ok) must be a ramification point in FL be- 
cause of ~(0’) = H(Jk(Ok)) + 6 = e2 where Jk(Ok) = Q. 
Lemma 3.4. Two points z,gk(z) in Fk are mapped by (Pk to the two symmetric 
points in FL with respect o ok 
Proof. We describe V,,, = ip, Vi2 = X + ip and V,& = X where X = Re(pr) and 
p = Im(pr). We define gi = pk o gk o ‘pi’. Then dk : FL + FL is a holomorphic 
mapping such that 
(3.4) g;, : v& * v-L2, v& c) Vi&, gk(o’,) = 0, and g: = id. 
By use of the reflection principle, g’k can be extended to a holomorphic auto- 
morphism on @. Therefore yk can be written in the form glk(u) = au + b for 
some a, b E c. Because of the relations (3.4), we get g)k(u) = --u + (A + ip). If 
u E FL then u + glk(u) = X + ip = 2Uk, which means that u and glk(u) are sym- 
metric with respect to Ok. 0 
We consider the case ,8 = 1. Then the unit quadrilateral Fq=l is a 6-sheeted 
covering of the fundamental domain F of the modular group PSL(2,Z) (see 
Proposition 2.3 in [Abl]). By use of Cohn’s mapping (see Theorem 4.1 of [Abl]), 
a unit quadrilateral Fp,l is mapped to the rectangle consisting of six right tri- 
angles. Then the modulus of this rectangle and ‘pp=i (Fp,l) must coincide. If we 
use another rhombic lattice mentioned below Lemma 3.2, this cannot be sa- 
tisfied. The similar arguments can be applied to the case y = 1. We deduce the 
assertion from the arguments above: 
Lemma 3.5. Fb = cp(Fp) and F!, = cp(F-,) are unit rectangles corresponding to 
rhombic lattices determined by r E L2 and r E L3, respectively, and are rep- 
resented as in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2. 
0 . 0 
Figure 3.1 
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Now we consider the images of the unit quadrilateral by transformations in 
Gk defined in G2.2 and $2.3. By use of the same arguments as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.3 and by consulting the construction of Jk, the images of these do- 
mains by $Ok can be represented as in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2. We note that 
equivalent points in the z-plane with respect to CkBkAk = &l&&l&j are 
mapped by $Q to the same point in the u-plane. Therefore the quadrilateral 
fundamental domain Dq(rk) and the fundamental domain D(rk) are mapped 
to the quadrilateral (shown in four dotted curved lines) and the hexagon (shown 
in two straight lines and four dotted curved lines) in Fig. 3.1 if k = p and to the 
quadrilateral (shown in two straight lines and two dotted curved lines) and the 
hexagon (shown in two straight lines and four dotted curved lines) in Fig. 3.2 if 
k = y. Then, from the identifications of the sides of D(rk), the actions of Ak 
and Bk are represented as in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2. These facts imply that there 
exist the correspondences ,u H ftk and ,ur H & (see §3 in [Abl]). Therefore we 
obtain that the quadrilateral fundamental domain Dq(rk) corresponds to the 
closed torus determined by r which is the parallelogram in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2. 
Figure 3.2 
We have proved that there uniquely exist r E L2 for each /3 and r E L3 for 
each y, where p and y determine once punctured tori in M2 and Ms, respec- 
tively. In the rest of this section we will prove that these correspondences be- 
tween r and /3, y are bijective. Now we investigate relations between p, y and P 
used in Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
Now we consider an elliptic integral (see, for example, Chapter III in [Ah]) 
s w U(W) = 1 dw. 0 J(w + l)w(w - P) 
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It follows from familiar arguments that ~(-1) = b(P), u(0) = 0 and 
u(P) = -a(P)& where 
s P u(P) = 1 J(w + l)w(P - w) dw and 0 
O” b(P) = 
1 
P J(w + l)w(w - P) dw. 
Then U(W) is a holomorphic mapping from W to the interior of the rectangle F” 
determined by the four points O,b(P), -a( and b(P) - a(P Note that we 
consider W not as the z-plane but as the image of the unit quadrilateral Fk by Jk 
(see above Lemma 3.1). From the proof of Lemma 3.3, we obtain a holo- 
morphic mapping from PL to F” which translates VLo, V,&, I$ and VL, to 
b(P) - a(P -a(P 0 and b(P), respectively. Then the moduli of FL and F” 
must be equal, i.e., b(P)/a(P) = Vi2V&/VL-2 VL3. 
Lemma 3.6. The real number P introduced in Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 must sa- 
tisfy the following conditions: 7 - 4& 5 P 5 1 if T E L2 and 7 + 4& 5 P if 
7 E L3. 
Proof. Recall that a(P)/b(P) = @u(P)/a(l/P) and it is monotone increasing 
with respect to P. (See Proposition 5.2 in [Abl].) Since a(P)/b(P) = 
V~,V~,/V~,V~, 5 1 in Fig. 3.1 and a(P)/b(P) = V~,V~,/V{,V~, > 1 in Fig. 
3.2, at least we have P 5 1 if 7 E L2 and P > 1 if 7 E L3. Moreover, it is easily 
verified that if T E L2 (resp. L3) and T # i,e@ then gz(0) = c2 = 
4(P2 - 14P + 1)/3 < 0 (resp. > 0), that is, 7 - 4& 5 P 6 7 + 4& if 7 E L2 
and 0 < P < 7 - 4& or 7 + 4fi 5 P if r E Ls. Therefore we obtain the 
assertion. q 
In order to check that the correspondence between P and ,D, y is bijective, we 
introduce specific domains represented by a parameter s, s > 0: 
F,={zEW 1 ]z+l\Zl, Iz-s]Ls, -lIRe(z)ls]. 
The region Fp (resp. F_,) is translated to F, by the holomorphic mapping z H ,Dz 
(resp. z H 2y2(z + 1)) and then s = p2/2 (resp. s = 2~~). Since 1 5 p 5 fi (resp. 
y 2 l), we have l/2 5 s 5 1 (resp. s 2 2). By the Riemann mapping theorem we 
get a mapping Js : F, -+ W which is bijective, holomorphic and satisfies 
Js(-1 + i) = -1, Js(0) = 0, J$(s(l + i)) = P for some P > 0 and J,(im) = co. 
Since P depends on s, we consider Pas a function of s and write P(s). It follows 
from the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 in [Abl] that 
P(l/s) = l/P(s). Th en we immediately have P( 1) = 1. 
Lemma 3.1. The function P is monotone increasing with respect to s. Moreover, 
we have 
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Proof. Denote 12 = {s ( l/2 < s 5 1) and I3 = {s 1 2 5 s}. It is clear that P is 
continuous with respect to s E Ii and s E Z2. Suppose that P is not monotone in 
12 U Zs. Then at least two different si , s2 E 11, I= 2 (resp. 3) correspond to the 
same P. These $1 and s2 determine unit quadrilaterals Fpl and Fp2 (resp. Fyi and 
Fr2) which are holomorphically equivalent. Then there exists a holomorphic 
mapping between two tori determined by Fpl and Fp2 (resp. FTl and Fy2), which 
contradicts the fact that n/r, (resp. Ms) is the subset of the Teichmtiller space of 
the once punctured torus. Therefore P is monotone with respect to s. 
Since P( 1) = 1 and P( l/2) = 7 - 4& if P(2) = 7 + 4&, we obtain that P is 
increasingand7_4fi<P< lif1/2<s< landP>7+4&ifs>2. 0 
Next we will show the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.8. There exist bijections between r E L2 and P with 7 - 4& 5 P 5 1 
and between r E L3 and P with P > 7 + 4& 
Proof. From (3.3) the following relation must be satisfied with P and 
7 E Lz u L3: 
J(r) = 
(P2 - 14P + 1)3 
(3.5) 
(P2 - 14P + 1)3 - (P - 1)2(P2 + 34P + 1)2 
= (P2- 14P+ 1)3 - 
108P(P + 1)4 . 
Let p(P) denote the right side of the above equation. Then we get 
(3.6) $= - 
(P - l)(P2 - 14P + 1)2(P2 + 34P + 1) 
108P2(P + 1)5 
If 7 - 4fi I P 5 1, it follows from (3.6) that g(P) is monotone increasing 
with respect to P. Since @(7 - 4&) = 0, 9(l) = 1 and 0 5 J(L2) 5 1, the rela- 
tion (3.5) gives a bijection between r E L2 and P with 7 - 4& 5 P < 1. From 
(3.6) p(P) is monotone decreasing with respect to P if P 2 7 + 4fi. Since 
@(7 + 4fi) = 0, !qP) --+ -ca if P + co and J(L3) < 0, the relation (3.5) gives 
a bijection between r E L3 and P with P 2 7 + 4&. 0 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 0 
4. CUSP FORMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE MAPPINGS 
In this section we investigate relations between the mapping in Theorem 1.1 and 
cusp forms for Fricke groups. 
Let S,(G) denote the dimension of the space of cusp forms of weight m for a 
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Fuchsian group G, i.e., the dimension of the space of holomorphic functions f 
on W vanishing at each cusp and satisfying f(Tz) = (cz + ~I)~“f(z) for all 
By using the well-known formula of the dimension of the space of cusp forms 
(see, for example, [Mi]) we have the following assertion: 
Lemma 4.1. (i) Zfr is a Fricke group, then 61 (r) = 1. 
(ii) Zf p is a extended Fricke group, then 61 (f) = 0 and 62(f) = 1. 
Now we study the relations (3.1) and (R). Recall that the relation (R) gives a 
holomorphic mapping between (X, Y, Z) E A41 and r E Ll for I = 2,3. Sub- 
stituting (R) and (3.2) in (3.1), we get the equation 
2 
(4.1) @‘(u)‘=~(Jk+l)(Jk-P) Jk+g ) 
( > 
where k=P with l<p<fi if (X,Y,Z)EM~, k=y with y>l if 
(X, Y, Z) E A43 and Jk is the holomorphic mapping constructed in Proposition 
2.1 or 2.2. 
Consider the case k = p. On the one hand V,, , Op and (p, ,L?) are elliptic fixed 
points of pp in 0(&b) and their periods are equal to 2, but on the other hand the 
group rp does not have an elliptic fixed points, that is, the fundamental domain 
D(rp) is a 2-sheeted covering of the fundamental domain D(po) around Vpl, 
0~ and (P, P). M oreover, it is also obtained that D(rp) is a 2-sheeted covering 
of D(po) at the cusp ioo because of Ui = BilA;‘BpAp. We can make the same 
assertion for equivalent points of VP,, Op, (/3, L?) and ioo under the action of PD. 
The same arguments as above can be applied to the case k = y. Therefore we 
can take the square root of (4.1): 
(4.2) 2 = (Jx)’ f2 L 2(Jk + l)+(Jk - J’)t 
Taking derivatives in (R) with respect to u, we obtain 
(4.3) $= (I+$. 
From (4.2) and (4.3) we get 
x = *2Jk $ ‘(J/c + $(.h - f’)” = f2Ji(Jk + l)f(Jk _ p)“, 
dJk 
0 
Finally, it follows from the above equation that 
du = (cow) . 
1 sdz!&f ( 
(Jk + $Jkt(Jk - P)’ dz 
const) . ‘Pk(z)dz. 
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Theorem 4.1. pk is a cusp form of weight 1 for rk and ‘pi is a cuspsform of weight 2 
for i+k* 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 we have already known the existence of these cusp forms. 
We will prove the latter assertion. The first goal is to show the relation 
cp;( Tz) = (cz + d)4p;( ) f z or any element T = (: i) in pk. We have only to check 
this for the generators of fk. 
Consider the case fo = (g/j, So,, Up). Because of $1 = CprCp2 and 
O;, = CpiCo4, the function Jp is invariant under the action of these elements. 
Then the desired relation is easily checked for T = 2281, Up What remains is the 
case T = g+ The relation Jp o gp = h o Jp at the beginning of $3 means 
(4.4) 
P 
Jp(Tz) = --. 
JO (z> 
We calculate directly: 
(4.5) &Tz) = 
(Jp(Tz) + l)J&z)(J,(Tz) - P) 
By using (4.4) we get the following equations: 
(4.6) (Jp( Tz) + l)J~(Tz)(J~( Tz) - P) = p2(Jp’z) ~~~“) + I) , 
dJo( Tz) 
(4.7) ~ = 
P(cz + d)2 dJo(z) 
d(Tz) J;(z) dz’ 
Substituting (4.6) and (4.7) in (4.5), we obtain the relation p$(Tz) 
= fez + d)4p;(z). Th e assertion for p., can be proved by using the same argu- 
ments as above. Therefore the first goal has been achieved. 
Next we will show that ‘pi vanishes at infinity. This is the second goal. We 
introduce local coordinates around z = ice defined by w = ey with X = /3 + j$ if 
k = j3 and X = 2 + $ if k = y. Then an expansion of Jk around im is represented 
by Jk(z) =a_~/w+ao+a~w-l-..* and its derivative with respect to z is 
J;(z) =b_~,‘w+bo+b~w+~~~, where aj and bj forj= -l,O,l;.. are some 
constants. We substitute these expansions in &(z): 
12 (const)ji/w)2 +. . . 
“(‘) = (Jk + I)&& - P) = (~~nst)( l/w)3 + . . . = (const)w + .. . . 
This means q$(ioo) = 0. Therefore ‘pz is a cusp form of weight 2 for pk. 
By using the same argument as above the first assertion is also proved. 0 
Finally, we will give a remark on an explicit representation of the cusp form. We 
use the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. It is well-known that a 
cusp form of weight 2 for pk can be constructed by using Poincare series. 
Moreover, it follows from Petersson’s formula (see Theorem 7E in Chapter 
VIII of [L]) that its Fourier expansion at im can be represented as 
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where J3(.) is the Bessel function Jr(.) with r = 3, 
C={e>Ol (z :) ti;) and 
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